
 

 
COVID-19 Manager Bulletin – 13 May 2020 
  
This email is for Monash Health managers. 
  
The COVID-19 outbreak is an evolving situation. This advice is correct as of 13 May 2020. 
  

Message from the Chief Executive 
  
With announcements by the Victorian Premier in recent days on the gradual easing of restrictions 
and details of back-to-school arrangements, we will continue, like the rest of the community, to 
make adjustments to stay in front of this pandemic.  

Some of these changes are a reflection of the incredible job done by our testing clinics and 
services over the last few weeks.  This work has helped give the Chief Health Officer a clear picture 
of the rates of COVID-19 in the community, with which to make informed recommendations.  

I will ensure that I update you on the direct implications of any changes on us as a health service. 
In a general sense, we will proceed safely and steadily, based on expert advice. Our focus at the 
moment remains on consolidating the changes we have made, ensuring we are getting the basics 
right, and looking after our people.  

Key focus areas for managers this week: 

• Nursing and midwifery registration is due 31 May 2020. Nurses and midwives must be 
registered in order to practice. 

• Ensure your team members complete their targeted and tailored training on Latte. 
• Make sure that you are following our Ward Governance practices. 
• Look out for details of Employment Stability Payments for casual and part-time healthcare 

workers who have been disadvantaged by changes to work patterns as a result of COVID-
19. This material will be covered in upcoming forums and on the coronavirus website. 

• Attend the Managers' Webex session each Wednesday at 2.00pm. 
• Check in with your team members about their wellbeing and encourage them to make use 

of the resources available. 
Thank you for keeping your teams healthy, happy and focused on the job at hand. The work we 
have done over the past few months is remarkable, and I am grateful for all your efforts. 

Andrew Stripp 
Chief Executive 

 
 



Key messages 
  
Weekly Webex sessions for Managers 
Weekly Webex sessions for managers occur each Wednesday at 2.00pm. These sessions are 
essential for all managers. Karen Lowe, Executive Director of People and Culture, is making her 
slides from these sessions available. Download and read them here. 
  
Targeted training now live 
The successful completion of targeted and mandatory training is a critical part of delivering safe 
and effective care to our community.  We've put together a tailored suite of online training 
modules, which is now available to you and your teams. 

Your team members are no longer required to search for the required modules. Instead, when 
they log into Latte, they will see the pre-loaded targeted training packages (as well as the 
mandatory packages) which have been assigned to them, based on the information in Chris21. 

If you believe incorrect modules have been allocated to a team member, please review their role 
in Position Management. It is their role in Position Management that defines the training they 
need to do. 

We rely on you as managers to support and encourage your teams to undertake their training. 
Thank you for helping your teams find the time to complete their modules. For further 
information, click here. 

Employment Stability Payments for casual and part-time healthcare 
workers 
Look out for details of Employment Stability Payments for casual and part-time healthcare 
workers who have been disadvantaged by changes to their work patterns as a result of COVID-19. 
This material will be covered in upcoming forums and on the coronavirus website for employees. 
If you have part-time or casual team members this will be important information. 

Ward Governance a key focus 
Having moved through the intensive initial phase of this pandemic, we are returning our focus to 
important areas such as Ward Governance, which is vital at all times, and particularly during times 
of higher stress. Please ensure that your Ward Governance meetings are occurring and your 
boards are up to date. 

Remember the basics 
It is important to make sure we maintain our high standards and follow correct processes and 
procedures. Tasks such as performing timely risk assessments, using our basic safety processes, 
falls best practice, and medication management remain a top priority. Now is an excellent time to 
refocus your team on the basics. Read more here. 

Nursing and midwifery registration deadline – 31 May 
The deadline is fast approaching for all nurses and midwives to renew their annual registration. To 
practise in Australia, all nurses and midwives must hold current registration with the Nursing and 
Midwifery Board of Australia (NMBA) via the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency and 
meet the NMBA's registration standards. Registrations can be renewed online, and are due by 31 
May. To ensure we don't have unregistered employees who are unable to work, please remind 
your nurses and midwives of this deadline. 



Looking after yourself and your team 
As we all experience many changes in our home and work lives, please prioritise your team's and 
your health and wellbeing. Check in with your teams and remember, an extensive range of 
resources is available to you here. 

We have updated our health and wellbeing internet page to make it easier for you to find the 
information you need to support you, your colleagues and your loved ones. The new page is in 
three sections: Individual and team support, your physical health and emotional and mental 
health. 

Need to be added to the COVID-19 Manager Bulletin distribution list? 
If your colleagues are not receiving this Bulletin and should be, they can sign up here. 

Ensure you are working to the most up-to-date advice 
The information about COVID-19 is changing rapidly. Ensure you are working to the most up-to-
date advice by referring to the Monash Health Employee Coronavirus website. To make accessing 
the site quicker, you can create a shortcut on your smartphone by following these instructions. 
  

 
All managers are requested to use these updates in discussions with their teams and then 
disseminate relevant information at stand-ups and handovers. 
  
As advice and information evolve, please consult the latest updates and visit the Department of 
Health and Human Services and Monash Health COVID-19 website for employees regularly for 
the latest. 

 
  
  

 


